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Fitness in the New Year!
From the Chair
We all think of the New Year as a starting
point to get our Health and Life in order.
To be the best we can be by eating
healthy and exercising. There is another
fitness that we need to consider, and that
is financial fitness
The journey to financial fitness means
different things to different people. And
that is the way it should be, but it can
also seem overwhelming looking down
the long road ahead. You might ask
yourself, how should I begin? True financial fitness is not a dream, it is achievable by
making one good decision followed by another…INCLUDING putting life insurance in
place. Your loved ones deserve to be taken care of, and monies that are invested
can be used for future needs.
If SOMEONE you LOVE relies on your income…YOU NEED LIFE INSURANCE!!
Janice Smith, Chairperson
Insurance Board of Trustees

Term life insurance is cheap because it’s temporary and has no cash value; in most cases,
your family won’t receive a payout because you’ll live to the end of the term. Whole life
insurance premiums are much higher because the coverage lasts for a lifetime, and the
policy has cash value, with a guaranteed rate of investment return on a portion of the
money that you pay.
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